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&lt;-source&gt;

	Source filename:	

	Maximum file size: 512 MB (a file on your computer)
		Permitted file types: gif, png, jpg, jpeg, svg, xls, xlsx, doc, docx, rtf, pdf, zip, mp3, rar, ppt, pptx, avi, eps, odt, dotm, xlsm.












&lt;-description&gt;

	Destination filename:	

	Summary:	

		

	Licensing:	None selected
It's my own work and I agree to the disclaimer.
The file is not my own work, rights are unclear.
The file is not my own work, but is available as open content (put details to summary).
The file is not my own work, but has been produced specifically for GIZ.










&lt;-options&gt;

	 	 Ignore any warnings
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